Notable Niner
Staff Recognition Program

What is Notable Niner?
Notable Niner is a Staff Recognition Program which was designed to make it easy for UNC Charlotte staff to give and receive spontaneous recognition year round.

Who can participate?
All members of the faculty and staff are encouraged to submit recognition and recognition can be submitted for any member of the SPA or EPA staff.

How do I submit recognition?
There are two ways to submit recognition through this program. The first is by filling out the webform which can be found by visiting hr.uncc.edu/recognition and clicking the Notable Niner link.

You can also submit recognition by filling out a submission card and sending it to Rebecca Evans in the Human Resources Department. Cards are available by contacting Rebecca or by printing your own from file on our website.

What happens after I submit recognition?
Once a month all submissions will be compiled and sent to the supervisors for review and approval. Once approved, submissions will be compiled and through a random drawing winners will be selected to receive a $25 gift card!
All approved submissions will be published on the staff recognition website and the drawing winners will be included in the staff recognition newsletter. A video of the drawing will be available online at hr.uncc.edu/recognition.

Where can I get more information?
More information about submissions, eligibility, publication, and the drawing can be found online at hr.uncc.edu/recognition or by contacting Rebecca Evans in Human Resources at rlevans@uncc.edu or 7-8673.